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Abstract The list of non-state actors usually includes NGOs, global public-

private partnerships, epistemic communities, and individual practitioners,

but rarely financial markets. Yet it is hard to think of the G7/G20’s role

in the absence of financial markets. This said, the relation between G7/G20

and the markets is not clear. On the one hand, if markets were efficient, there

would be no need for the G7/G20. Since the latter exist, the markets must

be inefficient. On the other hand, if the markets were inefficient, there would

be room for a real intergovernmental organization, something more formal

than the G7/G20. Current reality, as a result, has to lie somewhere in be-

tween: markets are semi-efficient and the organization is semi-formal. To my

knowledge, this rickety equilibrium has been described but not formalized

yet. My intuition is that there exists an affinity between the two, as if the

imperfection of one could help correct the imperfection of the other: infor-

mal coordination among governments makes efficient a price mechanism that

would otherwise be inefficient, and inefficient markets make credible a bunch

of informal promises by governments that would otherwise be imprecise and

non-binding.

Keywords Non-state actor; Global finance regime; informal governance;

market discipline.
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1 Introduction

Several international financial institutions such as the IMF, the World Bank,

and other multilateral development banks provide the interface between fi-

nancial markets and governments, but the most important of them by far

is the G20. The G20 is an informal gathering of heads of state, finance

ministries and central bank governors. Void of any formal power–none of

its decisions are binding–the group regularly calls on existing organizations

both formal, such as the IMF, the World Bank, the OECD, and informal,

such as the Basel committees and the Financial Stability Forum, to carry

out its agenda. Through these "intermediaries," the G20 are targeting other

states (Viola 2015). What is the role played by financial markets in this pic-

ture: are they the target or the intermediary? The fact that G20 were first

convened in 2008 with the explicit purpose to "stabilize financial markets"

suggests that they are the target. I argue that they also are the intermediary

that the G20 use to target states.

The study of a sub- or non-state actor must accomplish two tasks. First,

it must identify the actor–be it an NGO, a civil society network, a corpo-

rate network, an epistemic community, or an entrepreneurial international

bureaucrat employed in an IGO. Second, and most importantly, it must de-

scribe how this private actor links up with government actors to help improve

international cooperation. When it comes to financial markets, identification

is easy, as no one in their right mind would question their relevance to fi-

nancial stability. More problematic is the nature of the markets’ interaction

with the G20. What do financial markets bring to the G20 table? Expertise,

moral legitimacy, norms, self-governance?

None of the above. The logic of the interaction between the financial

markets, on the one side, and the G20–and long before it, the G7–on the

other side, is baffling a priori. On the one hand, if markets were efficient,

there would be no need for the G7/G20. Since the latter exist, elementary

functionalist reasoning would suggest that the markets must be inefficient.

On the other hand, if the markets were inefficient, according to the same logic,

there would be room for a real intergovernmental organization, something

more formal than the G7/G20.

This puzzle is not specific to market-government relations, but extends to

the larger literature on the emerging role played by sub- and non-state actors

in international cooperation (Abbott et al. 2015). The dominant narrative

in this literature is that when decision-making among states within an IO
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is deadlocked, sub- and non-state actors rise to the challenge to make up

for the failing top-down coordination (Hale and Roger 2014). The starting

point is an intergovernmental gridlock that makes the first-best scenario–

governments agreeing to cooperate–impossible; given this, a public-private

partnership is second-best. This second-best narrative raises a difficult ques-

tion: if governments cannot agree on a solution, why would they let the IO

via the intermediaries implement its own solution?

Moreover, the second-best narrative does not fully capture what is hap-

pening with respect to international financial markets. There, the "coordina-

tion failure" originates on both the public and private sides, while each side

is helping the other overcome its respective deficiency. On the public side,

the G20 is an informal organization that cannot bind its members, let alone

non-members, but must instead rely on market discipline to do so. On the

private side, the markets are not entirely self-governing either, but need some

form of publically-coordinated intervention to contain excess, albeit not to

the point of negating market dynamics. In other words, there seems to exist

an affinity between markets that are semi-efficient and an organization that

issues imprecise and non-binding communiqués on a semi-annual or an ad

hoc basis.

In what follows, I offer a logical explanation for the observed affinity be-

tween informal governance and a semi-efficient market. On the one hand,

the G20 need markets because, operating within the confines of informal

governance, they use markets to both reach agreements among one another

and implement them; markets are necessary cogs in the working of informal

governance in international finance. On the other hand, markets need the

G20 because, subject to moments of irrational behavior, they rely on infor-

mal governance to help reduce volatility. Governments informally working

together through the G7/G20 do help anchor market expectations in a way

that no formal institution could.

2 Markets as Private actors: Lit review

The traditional globalization literature portrayed financial markets as struc-

tures placing exogenous constraints on governments’ policymaking discretion.

Authors working within the political economy tradition denounced the race

to the bottom that increasingly mobile capital forced on governments’ fis-

cal and labor policies (Strange 1986, Goodman and Pauly 1993, Andrews
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1994, Cerny 1995). Simultaneously, economists advanced the efficient mar-

ket hypothesis, according to which governments are pressured to adopt good

fundamentals if they want global markets not to short their currency, to hold

on to assets denominated in that currency and keep buying their sovereign

bonds (Gruben and McLeod 2002, Taghipour and Mousavi 2011, Tytell and

Wei 2004, Spiegel 2008, Remolona et al. 2008, Fouejieu and Roger 2013,

Balima et al. 2015).

Were this market-as-structure perspective the whole of the story, it would

leave little room for the possibility of a private-public partnership between

the G7/G20 and the markets. However, if one assumes for the moment that

such a partnership is real, the next thing we want to know is what it is

that markets bring to the governments’ table: is it expertise, norms, social

practices, implementation?

NGOs are widely credited for providing IGOs with expertise. Can we

say the same of markets? Market liberals do portray markets as a useful

source of information about the value of goods and services. Some bank

regulators are even endorsing the notion that banks know how to price risk

better than regulators and should, therefore, be left to regulate themselves.

However, there are both theoretical and empirical reasons to dismiss that

contribution. Grossman and Stiglitz (1980), among others, have argued that

prices do not convey precise information because acquiring information is a

costly investment and market agents have an interest in free riding on one

another’s investment in information. As a result, markets, now and then,

are subject to a crippling case of market inefficiency known as "multiple

equilibria", along with its undesirable correlates, herding and volatility (more

on this later).

Do markets help construct and transmit informal norms to state actors

as this has been found to be the case with non-state actors such as interna-

tional organizations, epistemic communities of scientists and NGOs? (Keck

and Sikkink 1998, Finnemore 1996, Haas 1992.) Or are markets an instance

of private governance, the way corporations are when they produce corporate

responsibility codes and monitoring, labeling, or certifying schemes? (Hau-

fler 2001, Cashore 2002, O’Rourke 2003, Bartley 2003.) The argument has

been made that in global financial markets, it is the transnational networks

constituted of market-liberal economists (Helleiner 1994, Blyth 2002), that

of international bureaucrats trained by economists (Chwieroth 2010) and of

central bankers and regulators (McNamara 1998, Baker 2006, Mukherji 2013)

along with private sector institutions (Porter 2005) that construct and trans-
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mit the norms, rules, and social practices of market economics. Markets help

spread these norms and practices from core economies to so-called "emerging

markets". But this is a fairly general phenomenon, one that is not specific

to the G20.

Markets may not help construct or transmit specific rules, but they may

help implement them. A good example can be found in Julia Morse’s (nd)

work on the Financial Action Task Force–the regime to combat terrorist

financing. She shows how an intergovernmental body can use financial mar-

kets to implement their collective decisions. The Force blacklists states that

fail to criminalize terrorist financing. Risk-averse banks and investors, Morse

argues, "serve as outside enforcers for the FATF, moving resources away from

listed states and raising the costs of continued non-compliance." Morse also

notes that market enforcement is especially important in the case of informal

governance, for the FATF’s recommendations are non-binding—all they do is

to communicate expert information to market actors with a use for it.

Another example of government using markets to achieve common goals

and of direct relevance to the G7 is provided by the work of Fratzscher (2008)

in the area of currency management. It is well-known that the FED and other

G7 governments’ central banks have since 1975 regularly intervened in the

currency markets in a coordinated fashion to stabilize or modify the exchange

rates of major currencies. Fratzscher points to the G7/G20 communiqués as

an alternative mechanism. He empirically shows that the G7 were able to

move the three main currencies shortly in the desired direction when they

reached a consensus and enjoyed "a reputation of credibility".

The present study endorses and further develops Morse’s and Fratzscher’s

ideas.

3 What markets contribute to intergovern-

mental governance:

Most instances of cooperation between governments, as Fearon (1998) argues,

can be modeled as a sequence of two standard games: a game of bargaining,

in which players negotiate an agreement, and a game of Prisoner’s Dilemma

(PD), in which players implement the negotiated agreement. I use a modi-

fied version of this dual structure to map the financial markets’ contribution

to financial governance. The argument in this section is that financial mar-
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kets support informal governance at both the bargaining and implementation

stages.

Urgency

The bargaining stage, which boils down to a coordination game, is usually

saddled with multiple Nash equilibria among which negotiating governments

have difficulties selecting one because they have conflicting preferences and a

vested interest in holding out for their preferred option (Fearon 1998). For-

mal institutions typically help governments reach an agreement by putting an

explicit structure on the give-and-take with agenda setting and voting rules

(Shepsle 1986). Formal institutions also help governments reach an agree-

ment by providing issue-linkages (Keohane 1984: 91), creating precedents

and focal points (Schelling 1960), and conferring credibility on the intentions

of the most powerful players (Thompson 2009).

Like many other issues, international finance is no stranger to conflict. G7

countries have disagreed for decades over the trade-off between growth and

inflation, on whether surplus or deficit countries should bear the burden of

adjustment, on the appropriateness of intervention in exchange markets, and,

in the wake of the 1997 Asian financial crisis, on its causes and appropriate

response (Baker 2006:82-84, 202). But rather than governments resorting

to formal institutions, it is financial markets that have typically taken the

edge off these conflicts by adding a sense of urgency to a negotiation which

otherwise would have none. An agreement to collectively intervene in the

currency market leaves no room for prevarication, while an agreement to

combat looming deflation has a sense of urgency. And there are circumstances

in which even an agreement to regulate banks–the epitome of the standard

setting game in which governments have a vested interest in holding out for

a better deal–may brook no delay. For instance, following the 2008 financial

crash, negotiations of Basel III took three years instead of five for Basel II

and fourteen for Basel I. Urgency, whenever present, disqualifies holding out.1

Therefore, the fact that markets encourage governments to settle sooner

1The Basel Group is one of the many informal committees that 28 central bankers

have set up under the authority of the Bank of International Settlements (BIS), a central

bankers’ bank incorporated in Basel in the 1920s to handle German reparations payments

and which has since been a forum for consultation and information exchange among cen-

tral bankers and a source of dissemination of best practice among national supervisory

authorities (Borio and Toniolo 2008).
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than later, makes it easier for governments to negotiate and coordinate at the

bargaining stage in the absence of formal agenda-setting and voting rules.

Discipline

Financial markets also support informal governance at the implementation

stage.2 According to Fearon (1998), once an agreement has been agreed

on, implementation typically takes the form of an iterated PD between bar-

gaining governments. The incentive to comply is provided by the threat of

punishment.

The game of PD is not the right model here: surely governments would

like to take advantage of investors, but investors don’t. The game that better

captures the relation between a government who, say, issued a bond and an

investor who purchased that bond has the structure of the so-called "trading

game", in which Government has a PD payoff structure (Government would

rather "shirk" than "work hard" on providing a good fundamental), whereas

Investor, enjoying an outside option, faces a game of coordination (she would

rather "hold" if Government worked hard but "sell" otherwise). See Figure

1.3

Figure 1: The Trading Game

Investor

hold sell

Government work hard 1,1 -1,0

shirk 2,-1 0,0

Nevertheless, it is the fear of seeing the investor exit that, in an indefinitely-

repeated equilibrium, provides the government with the incentive to work

hard. This process, commonly referred to as "market discipline", is cred-

ited with holding governments accountable for policy commitments deemed

to have an incidence on currency value and bond spreads. Additionally,

2I use the word implementation in its broad, game-theoretic sense to mean: (1) intro-

duction of agreement within domestic law–what lawyers usually mean by implementation

if the agreement is not self-executing–(2) compliance with it and, if need be, (3) enforce-

ment.
3As reflected in the payoffs, Investor enjoys market power and may be thought of as a

large investor or as the group of all investors.
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investors indirectly are the actual agents behind the implementation of pru-

dential regulation by hesitating to do business with banks that have not

adopted the latest, and presumably safest, standards of conduct. It is by

leveraging that disciplining power that a handful of G countries collectively

can get the world economy to coordinate around a common set of rules.

Such disciplining occurs irrespective of the fact that markets are not

necessarily efficient. As already mentioned, Grossman and Stiglitz (1980),

among others, argue that prices are not fully informative because acquiring

information is a costly investment and market agents have an interest in free

riding on one another’s investment in information. A simple way of cap-

turing this market inefficiency is to think of price as a noisy public signal

around which investors coordinate expectations.4 Consider again the stage

game represented in Figure 1 between Government and Investor (standing

in for markets). Assume that the game is repeated indefinitely but that In-

vestor cannot ever observe Government’s action. The only information that

Investor has access to with regard to Government’s actions is a price signal.

Further assume that this price signal is noisy in the sense that it reflects

both the action of Government (hard work today is conducive to a higher

price tomorrow, shirking to a lower price) and some random events such as

geostrategic tensions, global changes in risk aversion, and so forth, on which

Government has no control over. As a result, if Government worked hard

in the prior period, the present price is high with  probability (low with

1−  probability), but if Government shirked, the price can also be high but

with a lower  probability (low with the higher 1− probability). Therefore,
even though hard work on the part of Government is more likely to deliver

a high price than shirking is, there is no guarantee that it will. Conversely,

Government could shirk and the price might turn out high still.

This type of inefficiency, which pervades all markets, does not prevent

the markets from disciplining governments. Hence, an equilibrium in the

indefinitely-repeated version of the game is a grim trigger of the form: In-

vestor commits to keep holding the bond as long as the price signal is high

and selling it otherwise, while Government works hard until then and shirks

afterward (see the mathematical appendix for details).5 Surely, cooperation

4The seminal work is Green and Porter (1984). For a comprehensive review, see Mailath

and Samuelson (2006: 232).
5Grim trigger is not the most efficient equilibrium, only the easiest one to explain

and calculate. The Folk Theorem guarantees that any profile that meets the incentive

constraints, and there are many that do so, is a possible equilibrium.
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will break down at some point in the future (with 1 −  probability) and

the suboptimal payoffs will displace the cooperation payoffs, but until then

Government is being fully "disciplined".

I have argued, so far, that financial markets help make informal gover-

nance possible by deterring holding-out tactics and taking over implementation–

they nicely complement informal governance. I now develop the converse idea

that informal governance in turn makes financial markets sustainable.

4 What governments contribute to market

governance: coordination

As already mentioned, market prices are not always informative. As a result,

markets, now and then, are subject to a crippling case of inefficiency known

as "multiple equilibria", along with its undesirable correlates, herding and

volatility. This opens the stage to intervention by an international body of

governments that would help investors coordinate around one equilibrium–

the "desirable" one, preferably–thereby anchoring expectations and reduc-

ing volatility. I develop each point successively.

The notion of multiple equilibria when it comes to markets refers to times

when investors face multiple possible trajectories and are probing for cues

as to which one to take. A common instance is the standard lemon prob-

lem applied to investors’ demand for government bonds.6 For high-grade

bonds, demand is a normal declining function of supply–the more bonds

offered the less demand, and thus the lower the price. However, as the bond

quality declines and lower prices call into question the country’s solvency,

self-fulfilling shifts in investors’ expectations make the demand curve actu-

ally bend backward, with prices decreasing and the quantity of bonds sold

dropping, until the demand curve resumes its forward direction at a much

lower price level (see Figure 2). Depending on investors’ expectations, there-

fore, the same quantity of issued bonds can elicit two very distinct equilibria:

a desirable one, with a good price, and a distressed one, a quantum jump

shabbier. The situation is akin to a tipping point model, in which the equi-

librium is not located halfway, as in standard demand and supply economics,

but at one of two extremes.7

6The seminal work is Akerlof (1970).
7For a non-technical review of the literature on multiple equilibria, sunspot and conta-
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Figure 2: Multiple equilibria in bond pricing

The G7/G20 do not directly deal with the risk of multiple equilibria for

individual countries that fall into financial trouble. It is the IMF, a formal

institution, that provides the first line of defense, with the G’s being content

with expressing public support and offering to replenish the coffers of the

IMF if necessary. But the notion of multiple equilibria can be extended to

the bond market as a whole as it expands and contracts with the business

cycle with a momentum that falls beyond the resources of the IMF and

directly involves the G’s.

To understand how multiple market-wide equilibria occur, one needs to

raise the question of what "working hard" in Figure 1 (as opposed to "shirk-

ing") means: does it mean maintaining growth at all costs, i.e., at the risk

of future inflation or an enlarged debt? or does it mean privileging price

stability and keeping the debt sustainable? One way to answer this question

is to determine where one finds oneself in the business cycle: at the bottom,

growth is the obvious priority. In contrast, near the apex, price stability and

sustainable debt are more desirable. Unfortunately, investors rarely know at

what stage they are in the cycle with the result that there are so-called "crit-

ical junctures" at which the markets could go either way. For instance, in the

case of a run-up in asset prices, the markets could still be going up and yield

gion models applied to financial markets, see Masson (1999).
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another year or two of fast growth, which no one would want to squander by

pulling out too early or, conversely, they could tip down overnight. Similarly,

in the case of a deceleration, it could be that further drops lie ahead, in which

case going back in now would be a mistake or, conversely, that stabilization

is around the corner. Investors have of course no way of knowing this and

have only noisy prices to trust to tell them the way forward. Prices convey

different information to different investors or, worse, ambiguous information

to each investor. This uncertainty is at the source of price overshooting and

self-fulfilling crises.

A simplified depiction of this situation is the coordination game featured

in Figure 3, which, though constructed for a bond transaction, generalizes to

currencies. Assume that Government and Investor are playing the coopera-

tive strategy defined in the prior section, but do not know what fundamental,

growth or price stability, to prioritize. For the sake of simplicity, assume that

payoffs and strategies are identical across fundamentals. With price no longer

assuming the function of public coordinating device, the equilibrium strategy

is to mix–to hedge. But the mixed strategy Nash equilibrium in a game of

coordination always underperforms the pure ones.

Figure 3: The Game of Coordination on Fundamentals

Investor

growth price stability

Government growth 1−
1− 

1−
1− −1 0

price stability −1 0 1−
1− 

1−
1−

With  ≥ 1
2−  See mathematical appendix for payoffs.

It is at such junctures, that governments, acting as one, can make a differ-

ence by trying to restore common knowledge about what should be the fun-

damental that all market players should focus on. The most recent example

was the 2009 London Summit, in which the leaders of the G20 agreed to "un-

precedented and concerted fiscal expansion, monetary expansionary policies,

restoring lending and repairing the financial sector."8 To add substance to

their promise, they additionally committed "over $1 trillion of additional re-

sources for the world economy."9 This meeting successfully signaled investors

8G20 Leaders. Global Plan for Recovery and Reform. London, April 2, 2009. para. 6.

http://www.g20.utoronto.ca/2009/2009communique0402.html
9Ibid.
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that the bottom of the market was reached, shorting financial instruments

no longer was the winning strategy, and that the markets could only go up

from there.

From a theoretical perspective, the G20 substituted for the failing price

mechanism a second imperfect public coordinating device–their common

definition of what was the right fundamental. It is as if, in the presence of

the G20 signal, investors and governments were facing a probability   1
2

that growth was the relevant fundamental, leading them to pool on growth.

(See mathematical appendix for actual details.)

The G7/G20 can be helpful in relieving bond markets in situations of

crisis. They can also help with currency markets (Fratzscher 2008). The

G7 helped reverse a rise, and then a fall, of the dollar, in 1985 and 1987

respectively, by catching the exchange markets just at a moment when in-

vestors were doubting the trajectory of the dollar. With the help of their

central banks, the governments were able to achieve two subsequent orderly

corrections of the exchange rates.

Given that the G7/G20 are so good at rescuing markets from ontological

uncertainty in cases of crises, one would expect them to be able to do the

same in the opposite situation of an overheating world economy. Indeed,

looking back, one can point to such moments when the G7 warned of the

risk of inflation (1989-90, 2000, 2004-2008), the need to reduce fiscal deficits

(1995, 2006), and the risk of financial bubble (2007), but these public signals

were weak, mixed with a mantra-like insistence on growth, most of the time

because governments simply did not agree on how much growth was enough,

or, when they did, the signals were carefully worded to avoid causing a panic

in the markets. There is an intriguing lack of symmetry in the way gov-

ernments respond to volatility at the top and the bottom of the business

cycle.

This problem could potentially point to a more general limitation of the

present argument: the symbiotic relation between markets and governments

works as long as the two sides are not simultaneously suffering from amultiple

equilibrium condition. No more than investors can discipline an individual

government if they disagree on what is the appropriate policy for that govern-

ment, can governments collectively help reduce market volatility when they

disagree with one another. The conjunction of government deadlock and

market volatility seems to have occurred during the immediate response to

the 1997 Asian debt crisis, a crisis that originated outside the G7 economies

and whose severity it took some time for the G7 to appreciate and respond
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to appropriately (Vestergaard 2009).

Nevertheless, except for these exceptional times, cooperating governments

usually can help markets deal with multiple equilibria by focusing expecta-

tions on fundamentals.

I have so far shown the symbiotic complementarity that exists between

inefficient markets and informal governance: financial markets add urgency to

the decision-making and enforce implementation. In turn governments acting

together help anchor investors’ expectations during moments of volatility.

There is one last question left to address:

5 Why can’t formal institutions do the job

equally well, if not better?

If the G20, in its extant rackety condition, has the capacity to coordinate

investors’ expectations at critical moments, why can’t an institutionalized

version of that body, with a permanent secretariat and a team of dedicated

monitors do the same, if not better? I offer four rationales in favor of the

current state of affairs, respectively invoking domestic law, information costs,

the need for flexibility and decentralization, and the move from redistributive

to consensual issues.

Existence of a domestic legal and judicial infrastructure

A preliminary rationale for the redundancy of formal governance is that

domestic legal systems provide most of the legal and judicial infrastructure

that financial markets need in order to function.

In reaction to Hayek’s (1944) extreme notion of market as "spontaneous

order", sociologist Polanyi (1944) convincingly reminded us that domestic

markets would not function without a formal legal order fixing property

rights and a judicial system enforcing them. The same is true of international

financial markets, with the difference, however, that the legal infrastructure,

being already provided by each domestic legal system, and conflicts of laws

between national jurisdictions being adjudicated according to the rules laid

out by private international law, there is no need for a particular international

organization to do so.10 So the relevant question is not whether markets can

10FDI is an exception (see below).
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survive without formal law, they can’t, but whether there is the need for an

additional layer of formal governance at the international level.

Information costs

Greater information requirements make formal governance Pareto-inferior

to informal governance. Formal governance, in its implementation stage,

is a game of PD between governments. In contrast, governance in global

finance, as represented by the trading game of Figure 1, for Investor at least,

is a game of coordination: the incentive for Government to comply is not

provided by the fear of punishment but by the investors’ right to exercise

an outside option. This makes it a lot harder to deter defection in the PD

game than in the trading game because deterrence through the threat of

retaliation requires precise information, while deterrence through the threat

of exercising one’s outside option does not.

We know that the way to deter noncompliance between governments is

by exchanging binding legal commitments enforceable through the threat of

retaliation. In game-theoretic terms, this means that cooperation can only

be supported in an indefinitely-iterated format through the use of realistic

punishment strategies when players have a sufficiently long time horizon–a

fair characterization of nations. Precision in the definition of what constitutes

cooperation and defection is essential, lest cooperation fail. Notions of what

constitutes fair punishment must also be defined with precision, lest the

players get locked into an endless defection loop (Maggi 1999). An efficient

way of dealing with imprecision is for the parties to agree in advance to

delegate the adjudication of potential disputes to a third party and abide by

the rendered judgement (Abbott et al. 2000; Keck and Schropp 2008).

In contrast, games with outside options do not call for the same levels

of precision and delegation than do punishment mechanisms through retal-

iation. Indeed, imagine a government that has sold a bond to one investor

following a G20 meeting in which member governments agreed to curb infla-

tion. What would make our investor resell the bond is not a detailed inquiry

into the inflationary incidence of the policies pursued by the issuing govern-

ment, but whether or not that investor finds an outside option that prima

facie looks better than the current investment in the government bond. The

bond holder does not care to know whether a low relative valuation is due

to poor fundamentals or bad circumstances. There is no need for accurate

information or close monitoring, and thus no need for governments to make
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precise promises in the first place. Furthermore, the inconsequentiality of

information eliminates the need for delegation, since punishment is not ad-

ministered by a panel of government-appointed experts seeking to assess how

the facts of the current proceedings fit into well-established precedents, but

by individual investors minding their own business.

The fact that investors are poorly informed does not make them less

coercive than informed institutional monitors. It usually is the case that im-

perfect information in any principal-agent relation has the effect of providing

the agent with a rent–it creates moral hazard. But one should not forget

that moral hazard solely arises in situations where the only incentive at the

disposal of the principal is a reward; if the incentive is (or also includes) a

sanction, the fact that the principal cannot directly observe the effort ac-

tually expended by the agent but only a noisy version thereof, is no cause

for moral hazard (Laffont and Martimort 2002: 147). Financial markets can

more readily impose sanctions on a government than other governments can.

Contrast the working of the financial market with that of the WTO dispute

settlement mechanism, which, to this date, happens to be the most advanced

form of government-to-government retaliation mechanism. While the former

is unforeseeable and, when it happens, quite sudden, the latter is foreseeable

and delayed–it takes between a year and a year and a half for the plaintiff

to merely win the right to impose sanctions. And once this stage has been

reached, governments may negotiate anew.

The need for decentralization and flexibility

A steady source of resistance to formal coordination of monetary policies are

the central banks, who are unanimously wary of pressures coming from other

government agencies and of formal agreements with other central banks.

This was most evident during the discussion of the Baker’s "Plaza strategy",

where even the current chair of the FED, Paul Volcker, quietly took sides

against his own administration (Funabashi 1989).11

Central bankers seek to maximize independence and flexibility in order

to be able to face any market situation. This has little to do with the advent

of floating exchange rates in the 1970s, as attested by the absence of hardly

11In 1985 and again in 1987, U.S. Treasury Secretary Jim Baker offered the so-called

"Plaza Strategy" to move the G7 grouping from its reliance on consensus and peer pressure

to a more formal, automatic binding mechanism that would imply a firm commitment on

the part of each member. The U.S.’ partners declined the offer.
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any form of international governance, formal or informal, under the prewar

gold standard.12 Instead, it merely reflects the notion that monetary policy

is best run when customized to each economy that constitutes an optimal

currency area.

The move from redistributive to consensual issues

Finally, reading the periodic declarations and communiqués issued after each

leaders summit or ministerial meeting of the G7 and G20 since inception,

one can’t help but be struck by the change in style that has occurred over

the years. The first meetings, from Rambouillet (1975) to the Louvre (1987),

were about negotiating deals between two sides: the US side, usually joined

by Britain and Italy, asking the German/Japanese side to consume more,

and the latter asking the former to spend less. The few G7 meetings that

reached iconic status–Bonn (1978), Plaza (1985), Louvre (Feb. 1987)–were

those in which a compromise of this kind was reached. The underlying game

was a PD.13 Had the 7 continued on that path, they would probably have

tried to formalize their interaction, as the Baker’s Plaza strategy sought to

do.

Instead, by December 1987, the pledges in question were relegated to

an Annex, and they disappeared altogether afterward. A country might

still be explicitly named and encouraged to "stimulate"–Japan after 1997–

or "save"–the US regularly–but the notion of deal was abandoned. As

the group expanded in size in the wake of the 1997 Asian debt crisis, new

issues were added to the agenda in the form of "action plans", typically

one per annual summit. Action plans, so far, have been hodgepodges of

reforms that each government volunteers unilaterally rather than negotiate

with their peers. The underlying idea is that each government can offer to

"commit" to any reform it wants, provided, of course, that it fits within the

proposed broad categories, but once the list of such reforms is annexed to

the collective communiqué, subsequent meetings, mostly run by deputies, will

monitor their progress and hold them accountable for their lack of progress.

12The classic gold standard was a case of minimal informal governance, limited to erratic

communication between central bankers.
13The United States was afraid that when facing inflation, Germany and Japan would

export their inflation to their neighbors by tightening more than them, exacerbating con-

traction in everyone’s economy. This became the workhorse of the macroeconomic policy

coordination literature (for an overview, see Meyer et al. 2002).
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So far, no member country has been openly "named" this way, even less

"shamed". The fact is that name-calling is obsolete: China has not been

mentioned once on account of its trade surplus and currency manipulation.

As the G groupings extend their agenda to new issues and the communiqués

each year are saddled with ever longer annexes, it is not becoming more

constraining on its members’ sovereignty, but quite the opposite.

This move, from give and take to what one might call, for lack of a better

word, "consensus", unsurprisingly occurred in parallel with the expansion

of the markets. Market governance functions through consensus, as if any

display of disagreement, or even of agreement to disagree, would open up the

possibility of multiple equilibria and give the markets the jitters. Distribu-

tive issues are no longer mentioned in G documents. A successful meeting,

one that will not roil the markets, is one that ends in consensus, a consen-

sus that is no longer achieved through give and take–the statements and

communiqués hint at none of that any more–but through mutual persua-

sion or, in the worst case, retreat to the most common-denominator position

written up in sibylline and non-committal words.14 A formal institution, one

with clear agenda-setting and voting rules, would invariably dig deeper than

generic goals and uncover latent conflicts that might freak the markets.

Therefore, informal governance, in conjunction with national legal and

judicial systems, is better at managing the markets than formal governance

is because it is less demanding in information, it offers more room for decen-

tralization and flexibility, and it is more prone to delivering a consensus.

6 The unbundling of finance

One last, yet fundamental, requirement for financial markets to work their

informal magic is that finance not be bundled with another issue, particularly

one that does not avail itself of market discipline. The relevant "other" issue

in the case of finance is trade. The unbundling of finance and trade over

the last fifty years, I argue, was a prerequisite for the de-institutionalization

of the finance regime. I also argue that this unbundling did not happen in

Europe, where 19 countries leaned in the opposite direction by joining the

Eurozone.

14On the importance of consensus, see Baker (2006, 242), who writes: "Communiqués

are often written in code and are frequently vague and ambiguous, making it difficult to

assess the extent to which countries comply with them."
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Financial stability (including currency and banks) is a canonical pub-

lic good, calling for power hierarchy or formal arrangements (Kindleberger

1975). Financial markets lessen the need for formal arrangements by, under

normal circumstances, splitting the public good of financial stability into a

multitude of private goods, each one doggedly pursued by a market partic-

ipant seeking personal enrichment. A key condition for markets to perform

that task is not to be paired with another public good like free trade, that is

calling for a formal arrangement. Whenever finance is approached from the

angle of its incidence on the price of tradables, it turns into an iterated PD,

reflecting the very game structure that is inherent to the implementation of

trade relations between governments.15

The bundling of trade and finance defined the half century that extended

between the 1930s and the 1980s. In 1930, the 19th-century trading regime

broke up into regional trade blocks, bringing down financial openness in its

wake. Countries engaged in "beggar-thy-neighbor" behaviors, of which the

most direct instance was competitive exchange depreciation, a move by which

countries sought to one-up each others’ exports by devaluing their currency.16

Another instance was the use of exchange controls as a disguised means of

trade protection.

As a result, the presumed institutional response in finance was the same

as the one that obtained in trade–the creation of a formal regime. After the

war, Bretton Woods was constructed as a formal agreement to end competi-

tive devaluation.17 It did so notably by empowering the IMF to offer public

financing to countries experiencing balance-of-payments difficulties and thus

allaying the temptation to devalue (Ruggie 1982, Cohen 1982).

The emancipation of financial flows from trade flows resulted from two re-

lated developments. First, the successful expansion of trade and the resulting

growing dependence of Northern economies on imports of raw materials and

intermediate parts disqualified currency undervaluation. At the microlevel,

the reduction of protection around the world made corporations want to lo-

cate different steps of their supply chain in different countries, negating their

15Frieden’s (1991) theory, classifying tradables as opponents of a stronger currency,

provides microfoundations to the claim that currency relations between countries follow a

PD logic.
16For a game theoretic approach modeling competitive devaluation as a Prisoner’s

Dilemma, see Dominguez 1993.
17Direct evidence that curbing competitive devaluation was a goal of the American head

negotiator, Harry Dexter White, can be found in Blum 1967:254.
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earlier preference for an undervalued currency (Baldwin 2012, Jensen et al.

2015).

Second, as capital flows expanded in sync with trade, a portion of them

got delinked from trade to become so-called "hot money." As markets de-

veloped to accommodate hot money, the perceived main impact of currency

alignments shifted from trade to financial products. All governments grew

keen on attracting foreign currency to pay for eventual trade deficits, finance

their public debt, and provide capital to investment in the domestic economy

at large. To that effect, contrary to PD-recommended play, they unilaterally

opened their economies to foreign capital and sought to keep their currency

strong. Qualitative evidence of unilateral, self-interested practices that de-

livered greater openness to the financial regime can be found in the fact that

the United States, Canada, and Europe, throughout the eighties and nineties

all deregulated their financial markets unilaterally, without much attention

being paid to what other governments were doing.18

There is one important exception to the trend toward the delinking of

trade and finance. In response to the end of fixed parities in 1971, the same

European countries that embraced informal governance with the dollar and

the yen established fixed parities among one another. It took the form of the

so-called "currency snake" at first, then the European Monetary System, and

eventually, for a subset among them, the Eurozone. The reason for bucking

the global trend is that finance was forcefully linked to trade. European

leaders rammed the single market through Europe with limited concern for

the uneven level of financial maturity reached by every member country,

with the result that the trade incidence of exchange-rate adjustments under

a system of floating acquired an acute relevance, calling eventually for a

common currency (Frieden 1996, Oatley 1997).

Moreover, currency fluctuations following the end of fixed parities inter-

fered with the working of what was for a long time the bedrock of European

integration–the Common Agricultural Policy. Every single shift in exchange

rates would force governments to temporarily impose tariffs on goods pro-

duced in the devaluing country and give export subsidies to those produced

in the revaluing country. But, as Giavazzi and Giovannini (1990: 251) ex-

plained, once the temporary effects were spent, it was easier to remove the

tariffs than the subsidies, causing the budget to swell and Europe to overpro-

18For details, see Bröker (1989) on OECD countries, Moran (1991) on the U.S., U.K.,

and Japan, and Reinicke (1995) on the U.S. Also, Mügge (2010).
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duce cereals. Hence, currency fluctuations were perceived to be a hindrance

to trade flows–a source of market failure that had to be corrected.19

Another exception is China. Despite their country’s important contri-

bution to world trade, the Chinese elites still view finance as if it were an

instrument of trade, with the result that the yuan renminbi is kept underval-

ued (or so the world believed until August 2015 at least), monetary policy

is inflationary, and prudential rules are wanting. The trade yoke comes with

a fragile, immature financial system (insolvent banks, speculative securities

market), which would probably fold in the absence of direct government sup-

port or active market intervention. This situation has been the cause for most

of U.S.’ Bretton-Woods like pronouncements against currency manipulation.

The single-minded dedication of finance to the financing of the real economy

at home underlies China’s inability to unbundle the two on the global stage.

7 Market failures

Markets do not always exist or, even if they do, they may fail altogether.

One should expect formal governance to try to creep back in instances of

nonexisting markets or market failure.

An instance of market failure is the so-called "moral hazard" that plagues

last-resort lending. Because of its imprecision, market discipline can be desta-

bilizing, with investors herding and prices overshooting. The risk of instabil-

ity calls for a guarantee insuring governments against systemic risk by being

ready to extend loans to countries that are seen as solvent but the victim

of contagion or self-fulfilling runs on their debt or currency. Markets can-

not offer this insurance because of the moral hazard inherent to all types

of insurance–its beneficiaries are likely to take more risks than they would

without it (Meltzer Commission 2000, Freixas and Rochet 1997, 267). Moral

hazard is a canonical market failure that calls for an institutional fix, which,

in this case, takes the form of an institutional lender of last resort, the IMF,

extracting from, and enforcing against, beneficiary governments pledges to

pursue reforms that will help overcome the problems that led them to seek

financial aid from the international community in the first place. Loans and

pledges have to be made precise, binding, and sequential to prevent the ben-

eficiary from "running away with the money."

19See also McNamara 1998.
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Markets also fail when property rights are not secure. This is a problem

with foreign direct investment, where hosts are typically unable to credibly

commit to respect the integrity of the investment (Büthe and Milner 2014).

The empirical solution has been to set up formal regimes, multilateral and

bilateral.

8 On public-private partnership

Finance is not unique in availing itself of market discipline to implement infor-

mal norms. The reality of private governance, which has developed in sectors

such as branded apparel, forestry, and food, rests on a market-like enforce-

ment mechanism (Haufler 2001, Cashore 2002, O’Rourke 2003, Bartley 2003,

and Fuchs and Kalfagianni 2010). In these sectors, leading firms informally

agreed to sign standards governing environmental and labor suppliers’ prac-

tices along with, in some cases, third-party certification of compliance. What

makes these cases a priori counterintuitive is that they have, at their root, a

North-South distributive conflict which, like trade, offers an unlikely terrain

for informal governance–a Northern, environmentally- or socially-conscious

consumer is buying a product harvested or assembled by a supplier located in

a Southern, backward economy, with a relatively lower concern for labor and

environmental issues. Standards were not welcome by Southern governments.

As a result, social and environmental activists found the intergovernmental

route impassable and turned to market pressure on corporations to change

their behavior. They were more successful. The threat of boycott on their

products turned many major Northern retailers into reform advocates with

their respective Southern suppliers. Once persuaded to act, these major re-

tailers seized the initiative and agreed on voluntary rules calculated to secure

their reputation with consumers while sidelining activists. Once the issue was

recast into one of private governance, globalists no longer needed their gov-

ernment to intervene because the North-South conflictual relation that exists

at the government level was transformed into a private contractual relation-

ship at the corporate level between a large Northern retailer and its Southern

suppliers.

Both the present study of finance and extant studies of private governance

are able to explain the existence of regimes that are not formal by bringing the

market back in. Together they show the power of markets in forcing market-

sensitive agents, be they firms or governments, to adopt and implement rules
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of conduct with no formal legal grounding.

9 Conclusion

Global financial governance offers the puzzling combination of two seemingly

inefficient types of institutions: on the government side, informal gatherings,

which, since the 1970s, have been issuing non-binding and sometimes impre-

cise declarations agreed in ad hoc groupings such as the G7 and G20, and

the FSB and other various occupants of the BIS tower in Basel; on the other

hand, a financial market that is subject to multiple equilibria, volatility and

herding. I argued that, rather than being opposite forms of governance, in-

efficient markets and informal governance work together to produce global

governance.

Financial markets help with global governance. Like experts, NGOs, bu-

reaucrats, and corporate networks, markets help governments negotiate and

implement agreements, even though none of what they actually contribute

easily falls within the traditional categories of expertise, moral legitimacy,

norms, or self-governance. Instead, the markets’ contribution is a more or

less informative price signal that aggregates the mass of investors’ partially-

informed decisions to keep an existing position in a sovereign bond or sell

it.

The very imperfection of the price signal, its vulnerability to herding and

volatility and need for coordination in situations of crisis, is what provides

governments, acting collectively, with the reason and capacity to harness

the power of the markets in disciplining individual governments that deviate

from the consensus. Were markets efficient instead, they would offer no grip

to government influence.

Vice versa, the specific limitations of informal governance, its reliance

on consensual, non-binding, sometimes imprecise, and flexible formulations,

is what makes governments able to steer markets. Markets would freeze or

panic in the presence of majoritarian, binding, precise, and rigid forms of

governance.

The combination is optimal. There exists an affinity between the two, as

if the imperfection of one could help correct the imperfection of the other–

informal coordination among governments could make efficient a price mech-

anism that would otherwise be inefficient, and inefficient markets could make

credible a bunch of informal promises by governments that would otherwise
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be imprecise and non-binding. Like the lame and the blind who, separate,

are powerless, informal governance and inefficient markets complement each

other well enough that, together, they are able to overcome their respective

disabilities.

10 Mathematical Appendix

Consider the stage game represented in Figure 1. Recall that the price signal

is high with probability  if Government worked hard in the prior period

and with inferior probability  if Government shirked. Assume a common

discount factor of  ∈ [0 1)
The grim trigger profile implies that Investor keeps holding () the bond

as long as the price is high, sells () it otherwise, whereas Government

works hard () until the bond is sold, shirks () afterward. On the

equilibrium path, the grim trigger profile delivers average values  ( )

and  ( ) to Investor and Government respectively, with  ( ) =

 ( ) =  ( ) = (1− )+  ( ( ( )) + (1− ) ( ))  with

 ( )  the common payoff for noncooperation. Since  ( ) = 0 we

immediately have

 ( ) =
1− 

1− 


The incentive constraints that have to be met for a subgame perfect

equilibrium to exist include:

 ( ) ≥ (1− ) 2 +  ( ( ( )) + (1− ) ( )) 

 ( ) ≥ (1− ) (−1) +  ( )  and

 ( ) ≥ 0 together yielding the only binding condition

 ≥ 1

2− 


in turn requiring 2−  ≥ 1 or  ≥ 1+

2
;  must be much greater than .

I now calculate the mixed-strategy profile for the infinitely-repeated ver-

sion of the stage game in Figure 3. Payoffs and moves are the same across

fundamentals. Recall that average payoffs for the repeated game are the

same as the stage game payoffs if these payoffs are repeated in every period.

Assume that Investor and Government mix with probabilities  and  re-

spectively. Government is indifferent if  1−
1−−(1− ) = −+(1− ) 1−

1− ⇒
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 = 1
2
while Investor is indifferent if  1−

1− = (1− ) 1−
1− ⇒  = 1

2


Any G20 signal that guarantees that one fundamental is likely to be

played with an  probability greater than one-half, leads Government and

Investor to pool on that fundamental and reap the higher average payoff

 ( ) 
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